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While reading the book and using the practice files, you will know to:* Record a macro

(absolute + relative )* Improve your recorded macro* Use VBA to apply to ranges (Cells,

ranges, columns, rows, sheets, offset)* Use Variables* Use the 'With' command* Manipulate

strings* Calculate Date and Time* Interact with the user (Msgbox and Inputbox)* Use

conditions (IF)* Loop through data (Do loops, For loops)* Create your own functions (UDF)*

Create an Event macro* Handle Errors You will also learn some cool tips and tricks, and get

some useful codes* Change Excel's security, Including trusted locations* You will also learn

some cool tips and tricks, and get some useful codesThe book includes excercises. you can

download the files from:bit.ly/Excel-VBAMicrosoft Excel has, over the years, become the

greatest software in the field of electronic worksheets.Its strength is that it meets the demands

of huge numbers of users worldwide.Nonetheless - despite the advancement and expanding

use of this software - there is ever-increasing demand from the end users; much of which can

only be solved by VBA programming (Visual Basic for Applications).Therefore, “Excel VBA – In

Everyday Language” was written in order to provide a response to the growing demand for the

advanced capabilities of Microsoft Excel.This book was written:* For the “non-programmers”

among us who have to create the same reports in Microsoft Excel time and again, and would

like to automate the process.* For people who wish to develop forms, screens and “machines”

for data management within their organization.*For individuals who wish to turn Microsoft Excel

into a powerful tool in their daily work.During the writing process I tried to visualize Microsoft

Excel software and the VB editor through the eyes of the end users; people who may not have

programming background, but aspire to reap the utmost from the program. For this reason the

book, based on many years' of experience in programming and training, has been written in

everyday language, using as few technical terms as possible, to make for easy reading. My

goal, when writing this book, was to convey the main principles of VBA language and allow

beginners, taking their first steps, to learn without requiring individual training. For this purpose

there are files of exercises accompanying the book. These may be downloaded from this link.
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KN, “great for beginners. I wish I had found this book when I was first getting started with VBA.

It tackles all of the stuff that you need in the beginning, for example selecting cells and ranges.

I especially like the sections on sorting and filtering. You would think that every book on VBA

would cover these topics in detail, but I have found that to not be true. After learning VBA

using online sources, I know most of the material in this book. However, I am keeping it

because it is a great resource for the basics. I am still learning about arrays, and this book has

a great section on that. I hope that the author, Mayaan Poleg, will continue writing books

about Excel VBA. She really understands the needs of beginners.Also, do not confuse Poleg’s

book with others with a similar cover. I did not like the intro books by David Williams. Poleg’s is

much better. For a more advanced book, I also like Microsoft Excel 2019 by Bill Jelen and

Tracy Syrstad.Good luck to everyone learning VBA. It took me a couple of months, but now I

love it. One suggestion: create a document in MS Word where you can save pieces of code,

e.g., offset, re-size, re-ordering columns, etc. You are basically creating your own user guide. I

have a Word doc that I call Core Pieces of Code that I refer back to almost daily. I keep all my

code in my personal workbook. You can also print all the modules in your personal workbook

to a pdf (right-mouse click on any module, click print).I hope that all the newbies stick with it. It

is well worth the effort and training, and can be a lot of fun! Just be prepared to do a lot of

debugging and trial and error.  That is one of the best ways to learn.”

littal, “Great book. Great book!I have been looking for a long time for a good simple guide that

will explain me complicated things. I just found it.I found everything I need in this book.It is

clear, it is fluid, it has no complicated terms.Thanks to this book I was able to overcome my

fear of programming.Thank you!”

Hoomania, “Best Intro to VBA you can buy!. This book is laid out with a plan and is written very

well. It absolutely explained the basics of VBA to me and let me try little snippets of code along



the way. I completely recommend it to anyone trying to understand VBA. It is short, but I read it

slowly and tried out the code as I read about the code. I'd suggest everyone do that.I have

purchased other e-books on here and this is easily the best so far for a beginner's level. I just

have to say thank you to the author who clearly knows her stuff, but is focused on TEACHING.

Thank you.”

A2life, “I could do this manually but I figured it will take a half day and it will be boring. so I

downloaded the book and start reading. I consider myself as a fairly experienced weekend

programmer (python,c++, javascript etc.,) However, I have never touched VBA before. Time

over time I thought about learning VBA but never had a chance. I finally looked up Amazon

when I was given a task list in Excel form which needed a serious reworking. the list item

count was about 400. Some of the item need to be duplicated multiple times par the

information on one column value. I could do this manually but I figured it will take a half day

and it will be boring.so I downloaded the book and start reading. I went through the whole

material in one sitting. I started to experiment with the test file when I was at 50% of the book,

at 80% of the book, I had a working VBA code that solved my problem. and now I have a

cleaned up list with 600+ item count. Since I already knew about decision tree and looping,

What I needed to start learning was how the program will interact with Excel cells and its

contents. The book gave me these learning points very quickly. Also the author introduce

"record macro" as the way to read and learn the VBA code and debugging technique early in

the book. this turned out to be very helpful. Money and time worth spent. It was an exciting

three hours.”

Ravi Datta, “Its an excellent book for Beginners. This is an excellent book for beginners and

people who have no previous knowledge of VBA but have a good knowledge of Excel. Tis

book gave me good fundamentals on which I was able to then follow other intermediate books

on VBA and then started to write code on my own.”

ZvikaBK, “Excellent book for the clueless novice. I will definitely recommend this book for

anyone looking for the basic stuff.Nevertheless, some issues require bit more in depth

explanations even at this level.If you already master the basics though, you will not find this

book very useful.”

Jude Barack, “Great book for beginners - this book does exactly what it promises. The book

takes you one step at a time, each step very clear and following to the next one. Just like the

title of the book – you don't need to have any knowledge in code writing when starting this

book – but you can certainly write codes when you're done with the book. The screen shots are

very helpful and clear.Recommended for anyone who knows excel and wants to take it to the

next level.”

MStrathern, “Great for a quick start on vba. A great little book for a quick start using vba for

excel, and wonderful value at the price. Clearly written and without un-necessary detail. You

need to already know spreadsheet excel, but this will get you up and running code fast. You

can then go on further using the inbuilt help and tips, etc. All that is missing is how to build

forms.”

Ernesto, “Simples e bom..... Bom para entender.O autor é muito feliz em fazer um livro que

possibilita um não programador a criar suas próprias VBA;”



fabio faria, “simples e acessível, mas poderia ir um pouco além.. simples e acessível, mas

poderia ir um pouco além. Por exemplo incluindo a parte de formulários e alguns outros

exemplos.”

The book by Maayan Poleg has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 87 people have provided feedback.
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